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Keystones of Effective Sweat 
Free Enforcement
●Collective Enforcement
●Independent Monitoring
●Appropriate Supply Chain 
Practices
The Logic of Collective 
Enforcement
●Maximizing clout with vendors
●Overcoming supply chain 
atomization
●Minimizing costs
Essential Elements of 
Independent Monitoring
● Monitor must be independent of 
industry funding and control (no 
moonlighting)
● No sub-contracting
● Transparency
● In-depth assessment of working 
conditions
● Candid worker interviews
● Hands-on remediation/long-term 
commitment
● Factory price can’t be less than cost of 
producing under good conditions
● Supply chain relationships must be 
stable
● Less is more: fewer factories, better 
conditions
● Key: economic incentives for factories 
must be in favor of compliance
Aligning Vendors Supply Chain 
Practices with Sweat Free Goals
●Effective worker complaint 
mechanism
●Investigations led by WRC staff, 
working closely with local civil 
society
●Off-site worker interviews
● In-depth evidence gathering
●Hands-on remediation
WRC Methodology
Great Potential for Change
●Labor costs are small
●Vendors and factories will respond 
to sweat free market
●With the right incentives and 
independent monitoring, good 
conditions can be achieved and 
maintained
